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Introduction 
 
My name is Lisa Clayton, I’m 46 and originally from South Africa. I have been settled in 
the UK since 1999 and am currently in my final year of Conservation Studies at City & 
Guilds of London Art School.   At C&G we specialise in the conservation and 
preservation of three dimensional objects, primarily wood and stone.  I first heard of 
the Zibby Garnett Travel Fund Bursary from our course leader, Marina Sokhan, during 
my first year at C&G.  Later that same year, two fellow second-year students, Eliza 
Doherty and Ffion Howells were recipients of bursaries and both were enthusiastic 
alumni of the organisation. 
 
Before entering my studies, I had an interest in traditional Japanese Noh Theatre and 
more recently the conservation and traditional creation of nōh-men and omote masks, 
having been introduced to Noh Theatre at Royal Holloway some years ago.   
 
I became more interested in oriental art and the applied conservation of Asian artefacts 
after an introductory module in the first year led by Keiko Nakamura, a freelance 
furniture restorer, conservator and graduate in Urushi craft.  Keiko trained at Kanazawa 
College of Art in Japan and I was inspired by her insight and advice which were 
invaluable in helping me to obtain this internship.   
 
My decision to retrain in conservation has enabled me to pursue a lifelong ambition to 
be actively involved in the preservation of artefacts as important and tangible records 
of our history. Along with the preservation of ancient craftsmanship and skills passed 
from generation to generation.  
 
After graduating I hope to seek out employment to eventually pursue either a part-time 
post-graduate Diploma in Stone/Wood Carving (CPD) or a diploma course in furniture 
restoration practise such as that offered by the College of West Dean.  I hope to 
achieve accreditation through practise from the Institute of Conservation via their 
Internship Programme.  I also intend signing up for a part-time humanities course at V& 
A Museum encompassing the Arts of South and Southeast Asia and the Islamic Middle 
East. 
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Study trip 
 

The trip I proposed involved travelling to Honshu, the mainland region of Japan to take 
up practical Urushi Lacquer training internship at Tsurumi University’s Department of 
Cultural Properties, in Yokohama, Tokyo led by Professor Tomio Koike and two of his 
graduate students, Yayoi Otawa (Phd) and Asuka Noguchi (BA). 

I hoped to achieve a proficient level of practical skill and understanding of Urushi 
lacquer, its particular characteristics and applications in modern conservation and 
preservation practise.   

By travelling to Joboji, Ninohe in the northern Honshu prefecture of Iwate, I aimed to 
gain some understanding of the practicalities of cultivation, the environmental factors 
and the collection process of urushiol (raw resin form).  I was also interested in learning 
more about the cultural significance and the socio-economic impact of its declining 
production in Japan in the past 100 years. 

My itinerary consisted of three main study activities which included: 

- Two weeks of practical tuition Urushi lacquer construction of chopsticks and metal card 
holder decoration. 

- Practical workshops in the handling of Japanese historical objects including the 
traditional wrapping of art objects with Furoshiki (Japanese wrapping cloth) and 
swords. 

- Field research tour in Joboji, Ninohe-city, Iwate prefecture, encompassing Urushi 
tapping and collection process 

I also had occasion to travel to Kyoto where I stayed as a guest of the Shunko-in 
Temple.  While in Kyoto I attended a noh-omote mask carvers workshop and was 
invited to attend a fire-lit Noh performance at the National Noh Theatre there by the 
master carver and noh actor, Udaka Michishige. 
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Costs and budgeting 
 
The total cost of the trip was £2455.00, the Fellowship Grant of £1000 along with a 
further contribution of £500 from the David Ballardie Memorial Award administrated 
by City & Guilds of London Art School went a long way in meeting the all-important 
flight costs and covered more than half the cost of train travel.  The much appreciated 
funding also enabled me to travel across south and north Honshu and take in as much 
of the history and culture as possible between courses during my 7-week stay. 
 
The balance of my costs were raised by working part-time on conservation-related 
projects and week-end work as a local market manager. 
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Brief historical and geographic bacground 
Tsurumi, Yokohama, Tokyo, South East Honshu 
Tsurumi (鶴見区?) literal translation, "place to see crane-district" and is one of 18 
wards in the Yokohama district. 

 
(Image source: Wikipedia) 

The University campus is sprawled across a hillside overlooking the So-ji Ji Temple, the 
patron founders of the school and subsequent university.  The Department of Cultural 
Properties is situated in the basement floor of the Institute of Buddhist Culture.  
Literature Department interspersed with atriums alongside a temple and a smaller, 
lesser hall with a bell house alongside. 

The hours of the day are punctuated with tunes played at intervals to mark the passing 
of time and the serenity of the setting beneath the trees is a truly immersive 
experience. 

The great Batsuden Hall at Shoji-ji 

 
Figure 1. The Batsuden Hall Shrine (Photograph by author) 

Tsurumi’s location within 

Yokohama in Tokyo off the east 
coast of Honshu 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Installing_Japanese_character_sets
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The practise studio is very well equipped with excellent facilities alongside rooms which 
house analytical SEM scanning equipment utilised by Phd and MA students for 
research.  The lecture halls in buildings nearby are extensive and state of the art, placed 
alongside the University’s impressive library which also houses a remarkable collection 
of rare books, documents and exhibition of related historical objects. 

Ninohe and Hachinohe, Iwate Prefecture, Northern Honshu 
The northernmost region of Honshu is an area now known as Iwate Prefecture and was 
once inhabited by the ancient Jomon people whose artefacts have been found 
throughout the prefecture. These include a large number of burial pit sites from the 
Middle Jomon Period (2,800–1,900 BC) in Nishida.  Iwate was the destination for the 
field trip suggested by the University scheduled during a one-week break from studies 
for Obon celebrations. It is customary for people to return to their familial home towns 
to pay their respects to their ancestors.  

 

Various sites from the Late Jomon Period 
(1,900–1,300 BC) including Tateishi, 
Makumae and Hatten contain clay 
figurines, masks and ear and nose shaped 
clay artefacts. The Kunenbashi site in 
Kitakami City has yielded stone "swords", 
tablets and tools as well as clay figurines, 
earrings and potsherds from the Final 
Jomon Period (1,300–300 BC)1    

Iwate is also notably the home of the 
UNESCO World Heritage site of the 
Chusonji Buddhist Temple complex, 
operating for nearing 1500 years.  
Chusonji is known for its production of 
regionally unique lacquerware. It was 
discovered that pumice tuff distributed 
within the precincts of the Chusonji 
Temple was used to make the ground 
layers of the examined Urushi works 
dating from the 12th Century.2  Chusonji’s 

UNESCO status was awarded in 2011, the 
same year that a magnitude 9.0 earthquake 
struck the area, triggering a large tsunami 
and extensive damage. The highest run up 

                                                           
1 Information and image of Gassyo-Dogu courtesy of the Korekawa Archaeological Institute located in 
Hachinohe City, visited by the author on the 9th August 
2 Analysis of Admixtures Found in Ground Layers of Twelfth-Century Urushi Works:  
Takeda et al. Studies in Conservation, Volume 54, Number 4, p.197-217 (2009) 

Figure 2.  Clay figurine with clasping hands (Gassyo Dogu) 
a Japanese National Treasure dated late Jomon period 
(about 3,500 years ago) 
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of water was measured at over 38 meters.  The disaster destroyed 9,672 of the 
prefecture's fishing vessels, damaged 108 of 111 ports, wiped out nearly all of the 
prefecture's fish processing centres, and caused billion in damage to the prefecture's 
fishing industry. Notwithstanding the extensive losses to museums and collections 
which the country is still working hard to mitigate and recover.  

My visa fee was waivered by the Japanese Consulate in London because of my 
intention to visit the Prefecture.  This incentive encourages tourism to the area in 
support of Iwate’s cultural and economic recovery from the disaster. 

 

Background on Urushi 
 

Whilst most people think of lacquer today as a modern, synthetic material, Urushi is a 
natural resinous lacquer obtained from the sap of the Rhus Vernicifluum tree, related 
to the sumac family.  Oxidation and polymerization of urushiol in the tree's sap in the 
presence of moisture allows it to form a hard lacquer.  According to Urushi-Kobo.com, 
The word 'urushi' has three possible etymological origins: the verb uruosu meaning to 
moisten as in slaking the thirst; the adjective uruwashii meaning graceful; and the noun 
nuru-shiru which refers to the 'liquid for paint'.  Urushi is also toxic in its raw state and, 
according to art historian Joe Earle, lacquerware is “perhaps the most complex of all 

Japan’s traditional industries.”   

Steeped in Japan’s history, Urushi has a presence in its culture that endures in its many 
forms still today.  After a prolonged period of reduction in high-end production, 
artisanal training during the 20th century, the Japanese government has recognised the 
need for intervention in the form of subsidised and incentivised training.  Today there 
are no less than 10 National Living Treasures3 who are master Urushi craftsmen, 
dedicated to preserving the cultural heritage of Urushi and passing on the tradition to 
all who show interest. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 Living National Treasure is a term for those designated in Japan as keepers of important 
intangible cultural properties. 
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Urushi Craft 
 

 

  

Figure 3. Traditional Urushiware craft tools (Image source: Urushi-Kobo.com) 
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The production of three sets of chopsticks  
 

Three sets of Tsetsuboku (Iron Tree wood) chopsticks were prepared by lightly 
sanding.  A sabe (fine sand) seshime- urushi mix is applied to the surface and then 
wiped off again.  This process fills microvoids in the surface in preparation for Urushi.  
‘Seshime’ was the term originally used for classifying secondary resin collected from 
the branches of the tree, nowadays, this term refers to Chinese Urushi.  Five coats 
were drawn across two sets of chopsticks and carefully sanded smooth between coats 
finishing with bengara-urushi (added red iron oxide) tips. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One set of chopsticks had been set aside after sabe preparation which the raden 
method of decoration was then applied to.  After an initial layer of black seshime 
urushi;  roiro-urushi, (A clear Japanese lacquer) is used.  A layer of raden or crushed sea 
snail shell is then sprinkled onto the still wet surface and sealed with up to seven coats 
of clear roiro-urushi to finish - I am particularly pleased with the raden decorated set 
and use them often.  I enjoy ‘polishing’ them against the palm of my hand, as instructed 
by my tutors, in order to work the surface well enough to help create the finest of 
finishes which is only acquired through regular use and ageing. 

Figure 5. The sprinkling of crushed raden shell onto 
the wet urushi surface. 

Figure 6. Drawing a thin coat of urushi across the surface of the 
chopstick. 

Figure 4. Cutting of raden or sea snail shell in 
preparation for crushing. 
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All three sets of chopsticks were given a final careful and thorough sanding with wet 
sandpaper, charcoal powder is then applied in a regular and even motion with a 
douzuri hake brush or dame hake, (meaning ‘small’).  The surfaces are then polished 
with soft deerskin and very fine grained powders, hiki-do and migaki-ko.  

Hira Makie’ Decoration of a stainless steel card holder  
 

Hira makie’ is the technique of sprinkling of gold powder into an applied design and 
setting with a layer of clear urushi allowing for more gold to be applied to larger objects 
quickly.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This particular method of decoration was developed in the Momoyama Period (16-17th 
centuries).  

A stainless steel card holder is prepared with several layers of urushi after lightly keying 
the surface.  I selected a traditional Japanese pine needle design and traced it onto 
ganpi-shi or Japanese tissue  

The paper is then turned over and red 
urushi (Bengaran) is painted on the 
negative side.  While the urushi is still 
wet the paper is laid onto the surface 
of the case and the design effectively 
transfers to the clean surface.  

After blotting off excess urushi, a gold 
powder, keshiun, (smallest grain) is 
then sprinkled over the surface to set 
the design.  The design is then cleaned 
up and defined using a sharpened 
bamboo stick.  The design is then 
coated in clear urushi diluted with 

Figure 7. Urushi application with makie brush 

Figure 8. Transferring the design using the 
traditional method. 

Figure 9 - Clear Urushi diluted in white spirit is applied to set 
the design. 
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white spirit to delay drying, and applied with a very long bristled makie’ brush.  This is 
done using an almost dabbing action and taking extra care not to draw the bristles to 
avoid smearing Urushi outside the lines of the original design.   

Different colours are laid on the surface at different times so the design is created in 
stages.  After the urushi is laid and blotted, gold powder is lightly dabbed onto the 
surface using a small mop head brush.  When full coverage is achieved the gold is 
knocked off the surface, what remains is allowed to sink into the urushi and left to dry. 

The surface is then lightly oiled when dry and tonoko clay powder (mostly aluminium 
silicate) is used to buff the surface to a smoother polished finish, after which miga kiko, 
polishing powder of an even finer grade, is applied and buffed for a final polish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The image above captures a vast collection of urushiol in various grades and colours used by 
students and graduate tutors at Tsurumi University workshop.  These are ready for re-
processing by hand and recycling.  This clearly illustrates that despite its high cost, economical 
approaches to studio practise ensure a relative minimum of Urushi wastage. – All photography 
in this section provided by the author. 

Figure 10. Completed and polished surface 
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Conservation of lifting gold leaf decoration on a writing box by 
Master craftsman, Matsumoto 
Matsumoto-sensei visited the school during my time there to survey a newly acquired 
book cabinet exhibiting substantial degradation as a result of an historic insect 
infestation.   

Matsumoto-sensei also attended to a decorated box lid which had lifting gold leaf.  The 
leaf, which was almost 1mm thick, had 
begun to lift and curl away from the 
surface.  At first he attempted to re-
adhere the leaf with urushi but this 
failed to secure the leaf back to surface 
sufficiently under tension.   

Matsumoto-sensei then formulated an 
adhesive paste of Urushi and rice flour 
paste or mugi-urushi.  Carefully laying a 
very small quantity of the adhesive 
beneath the leaf, removing the excess 
from the outer edges after pressing flat. The surface of the leaf was protected at all 

Figure 11. Writing box with lifting gold leaf detail. (Photography by author) 

Figure 12 - laying down and smoothing the leaf surface. 
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times during the treatment by a thin Melonex-type film.   Adhesion was achieved 
initially by continual laying down and smoothing evenly across the surface with a small, 
purpose-made ivory spatula.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shimbari technique, which makes use of bamboo sticks tensioned against the surface 
with vinyl sandwich pads, was applied by way of a solid, purpose-built box frame 
against which to lodge the bamboo securely until full adhesion and setting of the 
Urushi was achieved.   

Sensei also demonstrated a variation of of mugi-urushi paste, (Urushi with wheat flour) 
which involves removal of gluten from the paste which has many uses including 
building up of surfaces for carved Urushi and ceramic repairs such as kintsugi (Japanese 
golden joinery or repair)4. 

 

Additional workshops 

I attended several workshops made available to me as part of the summer school 
program at Tsurumi University: 

- Practical workshop on handling including the traditional wrapping of art objects 
with Furoshiki (Japanese wrapping cloth) and storage of objects. 

- Handling of hand scrolls 
- Handling and hanging of Kakemono/Kakejiku (hung scrolls)  
- Overview and handling of Japanese swords 
- Conservation, care and fitting of Japanese Dou armour. 

                                                           
4  Kitsugi is the Japanese art of repairing broken pottery with lacquer dusted or mixed 
with powdered gold, silver, or platinum, a method similar to the maki-e technique. As 
a philosophy it treats breakage and repair as part of the history of an object, rather 
than something to disguise. – Source: Wikipedia. 

Figure 13. Applying Shimbari technique during setting of adhesive.       
(Photography by author) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_art
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pottery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lacquer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silver
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platinum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maki-e
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophy
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Tour of Joboji, Ninohe City in the Northern Honshu prefecture of 
Iwate  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I travelled with a group of students from Tsurumi University to Ninohe, in the northern 
Honshu prefecture of Iwate, to gain an understanding of Urushi cultivation, specific 
environmental requirements and collection processes involved in the production of 
Fudoki Lacquer from the Joboji region. Joboji was a lacquer powerhouse during the Edo 
Period. This particular source of urushiol is the preferred coating on heritage temples 
and shrines5 and accounts for roughly 60% of Japan’s lacquer production.   We were 
introduced to the collection process of raw Ki-urushi, product and I came away with a 
healthy respect for the apparent dedication of sap collectors (or Scrapers as they are 
called) and their craft.  Notwithstanding a valuable insight into the social and 
commercial implications of significantly lower cost, higher yield, Chinese lacquer and 
lacquerware commonly available today.  I learned far too much to cover it all and I’ve  
tried to include some of the most interesting facts below. 
 
Joboji village is renowned for producing the best urushiol in Japan, 60% of 
Kokusanurushi is harvested here and most, if not all of this is used up by Japanese 
conservation. 
 

“Goyama” the monks frugal dishes, have been produced in 
Joboji by the Todaiji Temple since the ancient Nara Period  
(AD 710-784) Another UNESCO world heritage site. 
 

 
 

                                                           
5 Only Joboji lacquer was used during the major restoration of world heritage site, Nikko Tosho-gu Shrine 

Figure 15 A set of Goyama - Monks 
dishes 

Figure 14. Traditional tools of the Urushi collector                                  
(Image source: Urushi-Kobo.com) 
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The female tree produces seeds which are rich in plant 
wax for candles and were once valued as much as the 
resin from the softer, high yielding male plant.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Japan a tree can take 15-20 years to reach 10-12 feet (3 metres).  When the stem is 
15-20 cm dia. urushiol can be extracted in a process called kakitori.   
 
Small incisions are made in the bark, so that the liquid can be gathered, the process is 
repeated every 4 to 5 days, from mid-June until the end of October.  Between 700 & 
1000 incisions are made on each tree and at the end of October one large incision is 
made around the base of the tree to obtain the last drops of urushiol.  After this, the 
tree dies. Depending on its size, one Urushi tree produces roughly 150 to 250 ml of raw 
Urushi 
 
 

Figure 17. An Urushi collector at 
work.  (Photography by the author) 

Figure 19. The grouping of incisions 
scored at interval along the base of 
the tree.  (Image courtesy of the Centre 
for Urushi Cultivation, Joboji) 

Figure 16 Fruiting berries which contain the seeds of 
the Toxidodendron Vernicifluum 

Figure 18. Urushi plant wax candles 

All unattributed images in this section courtesy of the Joboji Urushi Museum and Cultural Heritage 
Centre 
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2015 International Symposium on Conservation of East Asian 
Cultural Heritage in Nara 
 

I also attended a two-day biennial ICOMOS Symposium attended by delegates including 
academics and conservators from Japan, Korea and China.  The programme showcased 
research findings, developments and conservation projects for the past two years in East Asia.  
It was here that I learned of many exciting developments, including the subject of my final year 
research project which explores the efficacy of a recently derived method of removing air 
pollutants from museum display cases 

• 27 key lectures delivered in Chinese, Japanese and Korean with translators 
• 80+ poster projects showcased latest East Asian developments in conservation 
• A broad view of East Asian applications and challenges. 

 
I was delighted to assist in providing the English translation of the abstract for a poster 
presentation submitted by Professor Koike and his team of graduates on the structure of 
Lacquered Temmoku tea bowl stands using X-ray CT analysis. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Professor Tomio Koike and myself with the poster presentation on Tsurumi 
University’s  research of Temmoku tea bowl stands.  
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Independent study and sightseeing 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During my first week in Japan I was invited to attend and observe a Noh Mask carving 
intensive workshop in Kyoto by Master actor, carver and founder of the International 
Noh Institute Udaka Michishige-sensei.  The workshop is held only once a year for 
accomplished carvers associated with the International Noh Institute.  The experience 
provided me with very interesting insight into the degree of skill required to work from 
previous copies and very old templates.  The subtle nuances of intrinsic expression are 
captured not only in the carving of the profile but also in the decorative surface of the 
mask itself.  Interestingly, I found the rear, carved hollow of Noh masks as aesthetically 
beautiful as the face.  The tooled grooves, symmetrically concentric and often treated 
with an Urushi coating.  Nowadays the somewhat less toxic alternative cashew Urushi 
coating is often preferred treatment of the rear echoes the popular notion that 
whatever you do to one side of timber you should always look to replicate on the other 
side, this practise ensures the stability of the Hinoki (Japanese Cypress) used to make 
the masks. 

[Photography by the author] [Photography by the author]
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I was also invited to attend a special firelight performance at the National Noh Theatre 
in Kyoto on the evening of Daimonji Celebration which marks the end of the Obon 
festival period. Every summer when Japan welcomes the spirits of ancestors back to 
the world of the living.  At the end of the festival during Diamonji, people light candles 
and bonfires to mark the departure of ancestors and the hills are lit with bonfire 
symbols across the hillsides as the spirits are bade farewell for another year. 

 

I visited several fascinating museum 
exhibitions including the Edo Dandyism 
Exhibition at the Nezu Muzeum in Tokyo.   The 
image alongside is of an Inro pill box, a classic 
example of the sort of whimsically practical 
objects produced for Shogun noblemen 
warriors by craftsmen during the Edo period, a 
protracted time of peace and plenty. 

I also visited several key museums and notable 
temples and shrines across Central and Northern 
Honshu including: 

Tokyo - National Museum and Nezu 
Museum;  

Shojiji Temple in Yokohama. 

Nikko - Toshugu Shrine complex. 

Hachinohe, Iwate Prefecture - The Korekawa Archaeological Institute. 

Nara - National Museum and Todaiji Temple.  

Kyoto - National Museum, particularly their incredible lacquerware collection and the 
Ginkakiju (silver Pavilion and Kinkakiju (Golden Pavilion) shrines and the Ryozen Kwan-
on War Memorial as well as the Kodaiji Temple which houses a stunning example of 
Momoyama Period (1558-1600) maki-e lacquer work.     

Miyajima Island, Hiroshima - The Itsukushima Shrine, Tahoto Pagoda (1523), Omoto 
and Kyomori Shrines. 

Matsumoto – Matsumoto Castle Keep (Crow Castle) circa. 16th Century. 

  

temples and shrines across Central and Northern 

Figure 20.  A 19th century inro pill box and case by Shibata Zeshin 
on display at the Nezu Museum (Image source: Nezu Museum Edo 
Dandyism Exhibition catalogue) 
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My impressions summed up… 
 

Japan is a truly amazing country, full of contradictions, culture and character.    

Urushi lacquerware is clearly one of its many jewels.  Whilst Japan’s history is 

astounding, the modern is fascinating.  Historic Nippon and modern Japan somehow 
manage to co-exist in undeniable presence, from the ancient tea house rituals to the 
neon-filled streets of central Tokyo.  From commanding, low slung, heavily eaved, 
historic castles to skyscraper-high modern art exhibitions.  It is a place that will always 
surprise the visitor, always in awe and never quite knowing what to expect, just around 
the next corner. 

The radicals which combine to form the kanji (Japanese character) for Urushi 「 漆 」
are,     (water「氵、氺」, tree 「木」and person 「人」)  which fittingly sums up the 
essence of the material. 

Urushi has long been held in awe not just by Westerners who marvel at its undeniable 
beauty but by the Japanese themselves.  Everywhere I went, whenever I mentioned to 
curious enquirers that my primary purpose for visiting was to learn more about Urushi 
it was acknowledged with enthusiastic nods and murmurs of wonder at a stated 
occupation of such obvious merit.   

Urushi has an almost mystical quality about it, it is not just an incredibly waterproof, 
enduring and hard-wearing, utilitarian material resource but it is also the stuff of many 
a poetic oration, and rightly so. 

Of all Japan’s finest decorative crafts, none are as esteemed and emblematic of the 

Japanese aesthetic than Urushi.  Some might perceive Japan’s iconic crafts as quirks of 
an obsolete age from a once-isolated land arriving late in the day to the modern world.   

The Japan we know today endures a somewhat unhappy marriage with its past.  Set 
against the bright neon facade of post-war Japan, its pre-industrial-age crafts seem like 
a pastiche of a bygone era.  To the Japanese however, these iconic mementoes capture 
a shared familiarity, underpinned by education, society and culture.  These modern 
artefacts are consumed domestically for all of these reasons; nostalgia, enduring 
beauty and consummate charm. 

Unlike other arts, Urushi is unique, harking back to its ancient roots, its omnipresence is 
in every chapter of meandering Japanese history and culture and yet, despite surviving 
constant cultural rebirth and revision and the frivolities of fashion, its future has never 
seemed so uncertain. 

My travels have confirmed my continued commitment to the continued Renaissance of 
Urushi craft and I will make every effort to promote opportunities for exchange 
programs and shared initiatives between European and Japanese conservation and 
restoration students.  Only by actively engaging in frequent dialogue and the 
communication of ideas and approaches may we begin to see the gap between the 
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historical significance of Urushi lacquerware and its continued development in modern 
practise begin to narrow.  In the words of one National Living Treasure - “Traditions are 

not something we should keep—rather something that we continually create. Being 
passed on unchanged is ‘inheritance,’ while ‘tradition’ takes on a different shape. That 

is why the word tradition means the creation of new things…in a hundred years what 

we make today will be a part of tradition.” - Kazumi Murose, Urushi Craftsman 

 

Beauty and creativity in the everyday, wherever you go… 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. A storm water drain cover in Yokohama 
(photography by the author) 

Figure 21. A storm water drain cover in Nara 
(photograhy by the author) 
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Additional experiences provided kind courtesy of Tsurumi University for all 
foreign students attending the summer school: 

Japanese Calligraphy 

Glass bead making   

Zen Meditation  

Bon Dori dancing and traditional Yukata (summer kimono) fitting 
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(photography by 
the author) 

 

 

 

 

(photography by 
the author)

Figure 23 Daibatsu seated Buddha at Kotuko-in, Kamakura 
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Itinerary 
 

TOKYO 

8th / 9th / 10th August  

NIKKO 

11th August & 12th August.  

KYOTO 

13th – 16th August 

MIYAJIMA ISLAND 

 17th August 

NARA  

18th August 

TOKYO 

19th August 

MATSUMOTO 

20th August 

TOKYO 

21st to 26th August 

NARA  

27th to 28th August 

TOKYO 

29th to 1st Sept  
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Conclusive slides from the presentation to Trustees in December 2015 
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